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as a follow up project, i made a guitar companion to show you some of the things i can do in fusion360. i built it in fusion360 by exporting a svg using svg viewer. i then used illustrator cc to cut it out. i then sanded it to give it some life, finished it off with a coat of gloss varnish. if you follow me on
twitter, you might have seen my previous project a few weeks ago. it was my attempt at designing a classic orange-dro. i added some buttons to it but it was a little bit difficult to deal with, so im going to try to make a much cleaner version of this. i plan to get started on this project either at the end of
the month or in early april. if anyone is interested in seeing the prototype that i mentioned in a previous project i can send you my inkscape file, however, i must advise that this is a relatively new prototype and ill need to refine some things still. my pocket laser level and usb loader cable have finally
arrived! the usb loader cable is going to be a great little gadget for me to use to be able to power my projects. i had a powersupply box that i had made but it was a bit too big to fit in a small area but this one works great! today i got the codesniffer robot for my nintendo. i have wanted a pokemon go
go for a while now and ive been getting some friends together with an interest in that project but im getting a bit too old for that game at this point, so this will be perfect. i am no where near as crazy about that game as the younger kids are but i still love the original game and this toy is going to be a
great companion. the game itself is in the middle of development so i am not sure what im gonna get but i am sure it will be a top pokemon.
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well, i am going to stick to keyboards for now. i have keyboards that are keyboard controllers. and that would be the “etc”. ive also got digital controllers that do the same thing as a keyboard, but i use to play drums and keyboard is the one i use to play. i dont like the isolation of the digital controller. i
like the keyboard to have the life of a piano. the best practice for me is to find analog keyboards that have the most customizable features. whether it be the synth sound or triggering. do it yourself, diy enthusiast. midi controllers are best for djs, where you dont need to have a ton of effect, just play

and trigger. i would prefer the analog keyboard experience but if thats not going to happen, i am happy with the midi ability to trigger the sample library and add a sound. for example, i would plug the krome into one channel and run the synth side through the aux channel. i would have the krome to be
my keyboard of course. well, thats the tricky thing. laptops are good for a little bit of money. it gives you some programs on it but it is limited. laptops are great for travel. it could be the same price as the midi controllers but for a nice setup. the roland tr-808 has become one of the most recognised and

influential synthesizers in the world. using a meticulously designed analogue circuit board with 128 voice polyphony, the tr-808 has been mastered and modified for the best possible sound. available in both single and dual channel variations the tr-808 provides a full complement of 24-bit resolution
analogue oscillators, classic filter and envelopes, a wide range of effects, and four assignable outputs. 5ec8ef588b
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